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ABSTRACT

The study of light scattering by cylindrical bodies is of great importance in many aspects, but most of the time; it is studied in a very theoretical manner. In that work, we present a simple manner to study scattering of light by cylindrical bodies. The method combines the use of a simple experimental set-up using a He-Ne laser as a source, a circular paper screen, and the use of a simple code for simulation using the Lorentz-Mie formalism. In that way, the student can compare the experimental results with the simulation. They can qualitatively notice the difference of the behavior of scattering by a low-loss dielectric cylinder, a metallic cylinder, and an absorbing cylinder. Simulation can help students to follow the evolution of the scattering regime when the relative diameter of the cylinder, with respect to the incident wavelength, changes. A focus is stressed especially when the radius becomes far below the wavelength.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cylinders are common geometries that are found in the design of many devices (1) such as antennas, resonators and optics fibers. Moreover many natural structures can be modeled as cylinders (2) (biological bodies, ice clouds…). The study of light scattering by such structures is of great importance in many aspects. Actually with the advent of nano-sciences it has become important to study the behavior of such geometries when their dimensions reach or become smaller than the incident wavelength. In the other hand it is also important to study the evolution of scattering regime when the dimensions of the scattering cylinder are very large in comparison to the wavelength of the incident radiation. Actually cylindrical photonic structures (Bragg mirrors) plays an important role from plasmonic, to textile fibers physical coloration; so the importance of a progressive approach in teaching the behavior of homogenous cylinder is important before the study of multicoated cylinders.
2. METHODS

2.1 Theory and simulation

The theory used for computing our simulation is based on the formalism developed by Mie for bodies of spherical shapes\(^{(3)}\) and later developed for cylindrical geometries\(^{(4)}\)\(^{(5)}\). The theory gives a rigorous solution of the Maxwell equations for a plane monochromatic wave impinging a cylinder under any incidence with respect to the cylinder axis. The far-field solution for the scattered field is given by:

The expression of the far field scattered intensity for an infinite cylinder under normal incidence is finally given in the form:

For the case I:

\[
I_{11} = \frac{I_0}{\pi kr} |b_{01} + 2 \sum_n b_{n1} \cos(n\theta)|^2
\]  

(1)

For the case II:

\[
I_{22} = \frac{I_0}{\pi kr} |a_{02} + 2 \sum_n a_{n2} \cos(n\theta)|^2
\]  

(2)

Where \(a_{n2}\) and \(b_{n1}\) are the Mie coefficients for the scattered field. The lower indices (1) and (2) in the coefficients refer to cases I (\(\mathbf{E}\) parallel to the cylinder axis) and to case II (\(\mathbf{E}\) orthogonal to cylinder axis).

They are given in the form:

\[
a_{n2} = \frac{mJ_n(x)J_n(y) - J_n(x)J_n(y)}{mJ_n(x)H_n^2(x) - H_n^2(x)J_n(y)}
\]  

(3)

\[
b_{n1} = \frac{J_n(y)J_n(x) - mJ_n(x)J_n(y)}{J_n(y)H_n^2(x) - mH_n^2(x)J_n(y)}
\]  

(4)

\(m\) is the relative refractive index of the scattering material, \(J_n\) is the cylindrical Bessel function of first kind, \(H_n^2\) is the Hankel function of the second kind. \((x)\) is the size parameter and \((y)\) is the product of the refractive index with the size parameter.

Knowing these elements, the far-field intensity distribution can be computed using a simulation code using MATLAB\textsuperscript{®}, has been performed using that model on a simple PC. Input parameters are the incident wavelength of the source; the corresponding refractive of the material at the selected wavelength, and the radius of the cylinder. Number of terms of the series for computations has been limited to: \(n_{\text{max}} \approx x + 4.3x^{1/3}\) \(^{(6)}\). Where \((x)\) is the size parameter. Computations have been performed for three different types of materials say a high loss dielectric (silicon monoxide), metal (nickel), and low-loss dielectric (fused silica). Radius range from very large cylinders (size parameters up to 5000), to very thin cylinders (size parameters as low as 0.1).
2.2 Experiment

Experiments have been conducted using a linearly polarized He-Ne source emitting at 632.8nm. The polarization orientation has been determined using a detector, and a polarizer which plane is orthogonal with the horizontal plane. It is placed through the path of the Laser source; than Laser is rotated until the detector shows a maximum in the intensity received in the detector. This means that the direction of the polarizer and that of the source coincides. Experiments is then performed for the field parallel to cylinder axis and the source is rotated 90° to make the field orthogonal to cylinder axis.

The first experiment is didactical using a circular paper screen, graded in degrees, perforated to allow the beam go through the screen (figure1). The target is placed on the centre of the circle, with a radius of 60cm to satisfy the far-field condition. The cylinder is placed vertically with respect to the horizontal plane. The scattering pattern is displayed on the screen. A special attention is made for forward and backscattering. Figures show the schematic of the experiments.

The experiment can be easily completed using a CCD camera, and an actuator to rotate around the cylindrical target. However with that method backscattering can be studied only by slightly deviating the cylinder from the vertical position (almost <5°), so the camera will be out of the incident beam. Figure shows the experimental set-up.

![Figure 1: (a) schematic representation of the first experimental set-up, (b) a view of circular screen and the Laser source. (c) a global view of the second experimental set-up using a CCD camera for intensity recording](image1)

![Figure 2:Micro-photograph of the samples used for the experiments: from left to right metallic cylinder (Nickel), total diameter 0.35mm. Low-loss dielectric cylinder (fused silica), diameter 2.03mm. High-loss cylinder (silicon monoxide) diameter 0.30mm.](image2)
3 RESULTS

3.2 Absorbing cylinders

The material used for simulation and experiment is silicon monoxide. The far field intensity shows both in simulation (figure 6a: curves in yellow and red respectively) and experiments (figure 3), a rapid decrease in the intensity profile in the vicinity of the forward direction, diffraction are quite noticeable both in simulation and experiments, but with a shift in their position (according to the state of light polarization), this lead to an oscillatory behavior of the linear polarization distribution (figure 6b: curve in red). The experiment is unable to detect a noticeable intensity beyond 40° degrees (figure 3). The simulation performed shows that the intensity in that range is not zero, but very low. As an example for size parameter of 5000, the ratio of the zero order diffraction peak and the backscattered intensity is of 1/200 in value. It also shows that the Brewster angle appears at the predicted values by the Fresnel model with a strong polarization (89% for x=5000), at that angle (incident angle 63.02°, corresponding to a scattering angle of 53.96°) (figure 6b: curve in red). As the size parameter decrease simulation shows that the scattering regime also changes, the intensity distribution tends to become uniform. When the size parameter reach values below 10, the diffraction regime tends to disappear and distribution becomes uniform (size parameter: 0.1 or lower), with a stronger fading of orthogonal polarization with respect to the cylinder axis. This lead to a uniform and appreciable linear polarization distribution: 38.3% (figure 7b: red).

![Experimental scattered intensity for a silicon monoxide cylinder under normal incidence](image)

Figure 3: Experimental scattered intensity distribution for a silicon monoxide cylinder under normal incidence.

3.3 Metallic cylinder

The material used for both simulation and experiments is Nickel. The far field intensity as in the preceding case shows both in simulation (figure 6a: curves in dark green and black respectively) and experiments (figure 4a and 4b), a rapid decrease in the intensity profile in the vicinity of the forward direction, diffraction is quite noticeable both in simulation and experiments, but with a slight difference in the maxima separation for the same size parameter, narrower than for the absorbing cylinder. This mean a systematic overestimation of the diameter using Fraunhoffer approximation, some theoretical studies tend to prove this behavior (7).
The experiment shows a quite noticeable intensity distribution in the whole scattering range with a strong component in the backward region, this is due certainly to the strong reflectivity of metals in the optical range. A minimum appears in the intensity distribution at an angle corresponding to that of Brewster for the material, a comparison is made with the Fresnel model for both polarizations. While the Lorentz-Mie model shows that the Fresnel model is a good approximation for large cylinders, especially for studying the distribution of linear polarization. As the size parameter decrease the scattering regime also change tending to become, as in the preceding case uniform. But the fading of one the polarization is more important than that of the absorbing cylinder. The distribution becomes uniform for size parameters equals or lowers than one, reaching value of 70 % (figure…). Nano sized metallic cylinders are good polarizer.

![Scattered intensity for a metal(Nickel) cylinder with the Electric field orthogonal to cylinder axis](image1)

Figure.4a: Experimental scattered intensity distribution for a Nickel under normal incidence (black), electric field orthogonal to cylinder axis. Comparison with Fresnel model (purple), Lorentz-Mie model (green) with a different size parameter to illustrate its influence in the scattering regime.

![Comparison of Experimental data with Fresnel reflectance spectra](image2)

Figure.4b: Experimental scattered intensity distribution for a Nickel cylinder under normal incidence (green), electric field parallel to cylinder axis. Comparison with Fresnel model (purple).
3.4 Low loss dielectric cylinder

The material used is fused silica. The far-field intensity distribution is quite different than in the preceding cases. The intensity distribution does not show a rapid decrease around the zero order peaks, both in simulation (figure 6a: curve in light green and deep blue) and experiment (figure 5a). The maxima separation is not uniform, and than get wider with the increasing scattering angle. The Fraunhoffer approximation is unsuited to describe this “anomalous diffraction pattern”, and lead to an important relative error while trying to characterize particle diameter by that method, almost >10%. This is certainly due to other effects such as transmission through the interface that is superimposed to the diffraction pattern. Moreover, in the forward direction, the simulation shows a single peak, while the experiment shows interference patterns in the region of geometrical section (figure 5b). In the backward direction (scattering angle above 90°), rainbows signals (primary rainbow, surmumery bows) can be seen in position predicted by different theories of the rainbows \(^{(8)}\) \(^{(9)}\). Simulation and experiments show that the rainbow signal is visible only when the polarization is parallel to cylinder axis, leading to a strong polarization in the vicinity of that angle (figure 5c). Simulation shows that the peak position is slightly variable with the size parameter, and for value lower than 100, the signal is not distinguishable with the interference pattern around it. The backscattering is also rich in interference which distribution depends on the size parameter. As the parameter size decreases the intensity distribution tends to become uniform (figure 7a: curves in dark and light green) and for value equals to 1 or lower, the distribution gets, as for the preceding cases, uniform with the same behavior, with a degree of light polarization equals to 17% (figure 7b: green).
Figure 5a: Experimental scattered intensity distribution for a fused silica cylinder under normal incidence. Electric field parallel to cylinder axis. (Back scattering is not recorded above 169° in that figure)

Figure 5b: Interference pattern in the forward direction, in the geometrical section. Left (Electric field parallel to cylinder axis), centre (Electric field orthogonal to cylinder axis). Right: scattered pattern in the forward direction. Note the phase opposition between the polarizations.
Computed scattered intensity for three different types of cylinder under normal incidence

- Quartz (Electric field Orthogonal to cylinder axis)
- Nickel (Electric field Orthogonal to cylinder axis)
- SiO (Electric field Orthogonal to cylinder axis)
- Quartz (Electric field parallel to cylinder axis)
- Nickel (Electric field parallel to cylinder axis)
- SiO (Electric field parallel to cylinder axis)

Incident wavelength: 632.8 nm
Size parameter: 170.0
Cylinder diameter: 34.242 μm
Refractive index at 632.8 nm:
1) Quartz: 1.45702 + 0.000 j
2) Nickel: 1.97006 + 3.7221 j
3) Silicon monoxide: 1.9645 + 0.010195

Figure 6a: compared computed scattered intensity for medium sized cylinders, of three different types: absorbing, metallic, and low-loss dielectric of same size parameter: 170. Under normal incidence.

Computed degree of light polarization for three different types of cylinders under normal incidence

Figure 6b: associated distribution of linear polarization for the three types of cylinders under normal incidence
Computed scattered intensity for three different types of cylinders under normal incidence

- Nickel (Electric field Orthogonal to cylinder axis)
- Fused silica (electric field orthogonal to cylinder axis)
- Silicon monoxide (Electric field Orthogonal to cylinder axis)
- Nickel (Electric field parallel to cylinder axis)
- Fused silica (electric field parallel to cylinder axis)
- Silicon monoxide (Electric field parallel to cylinder axis)

Incident wavelength: 632.8 nm
Size parameter: 0.1
Cylinder diameter: 20.14 nm
Refractive index at 632.8 nm:
1) Nickel: 1.97006 + 3.7221 j
2) Silicon: 1.9645 + 0.01916 j
3) Fused silica: 1.45702 + 0.0000 j

Figure 7a: comparative computed scattering pattern for sub wavelength cylinders (size parameter: 0.1) under normal incidence

Computed degree of light polarization for three different types of cylinders under normal incidence

- Nickel
- Fused silica
- Silicon monoxide

Incident wavelength: 632.8 nm
Size parameter: 0.1
Cylinder diameter: 20.14 nm
Refractive index at 632.8 nm:
1) Nickel: 1.97006 + 3.7221 j
2) Silicon: 1.9645 + 0.01916 j
3) Fused silica: 1.45702 + 0.0000 j

Figure 7b: corresponding distribution of linear polarization, for the three types of cylinders. Size parameter: 0.1
We have investigated through that simple laboratory practice the behavior of homogenous cylindrical particles, under normal light incidence. The study had pedagogical objectives using a double approach: experiment and simulations. Simulation codes are written on the basis of the Lorenz-Mie formalism. Both simulations and experiments show that the scattered regime depends both on the nature of the material and the size parameter. For the same material, a dependence on the state of light polarization is noticed. Simulations show, to some extents, the patterns displayed in experiments. With convergence for instance in rainbows (low-loss dielectric cylinders), and mismatch: forward peak in simulation versus interference patterns in experiments. At sub wavelength scale, simulations show that the distribution tends to becomes uniform, leading to a distribution of the intensity independent to the scattering angle (size parameter 0.1).
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